Introduction. Throughout this discussion the ring £ will be a commutative, Noetherian ring with unit. The study of modules over such a ring has, heretofore, been largely confined to the study of finitely generated modules. The purpose of this paper is to introduce the study of modules with descending chain condition (D.C.C.), and their natural generalization-modules with maximal orders. Among the main tools in the study of these modules are the analysis of injective modules carried out in [4] , and the theory of duality for complete, local rings developed there. The results of the present paper guarantee the existence of a sufficient quantity of modules with D.C.C. and provide a basis for a link between the theory of such modules and the theory of finitely generated ones. The Koszul complex, with its dual nature, plays an important role in establishing this link.
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In §1 we introduce the functors X and XM-By considering these functors we are able to give characterizations of modules with maximal orders; and decompose them uniquely into direct sums, where each summand depends on only a single maximal ideal. We then prove a transition theorem which enables us to pass to rings of quotients and their completions. A key result of this section is the theorem that if A is an £-module with D.C.C, and if 2 is an ideal of £, then 74 =A if and only if there exists an element r£7 such that rA=A. This is the dual of a standard result for finitely generated modules.
In §2 we introduce the concepts of cosequences and dimension, primarily for modules with D.C.C. These concepts are naturally dual to the concepts of sequences and codimension for finitely generated modules. The cohomology of the Koszul complex is exploited to provide results concerning cosequences that are dual to those obtained for sequences in [2] from the homology of the Koszul complex. Furthermore, a relationship is determined between cosequences and injective dimension that is dual to the relationship between sequences and projective dimension found in [l] . The two theories are actually equivalent, yield the same global information about the ring £, and either theory may be used to determine the other. In fact, the dependence of the codimension of £ on its maximal ideals finds its strongest expression in the above mentioned duality.
In §3 we examine the projective dimension of modules with maximal orders. We also generalize a theorem of D. Rees [5] , and obtain a direct connection between modules with maximal orders and v(R) =inf codim Rm", where Ma ranges over all maximal ideals of £.
[December We will use the following notation throughout this paper: let A be an £-module; then we will define £(.4) to be the injective envelope of A [4] ; we will denote the projective dimension of A by has A, and the injective dimension of A by ind« A ; we will let Ann« A = {r££| r.4 =0} ; and if 7 is an ideal of £, then Ann¿ 7= {x£.4|7x = 0}.
1. The functors X and XMDefinitions. Let A be an £-module and define X(A)= {x£.4| every prime ideal containing Ann«(x) is maximal}. We shall call X(A) the maximal component of A. If A =X(A), we shall say that A has maximal orders. Let 717 be a maximal ideal of £ and define XM(A) = {x£.41 Af"x = 0 for some integer m>0}. We shall call ^"^(.4) the M-primary component of A. Ii A=XM(A), we shall say that A is an M-primary module.
It is easily seen that both X(A) and XM(A) are submodules of A. Let M' he another maximal ideal of £. Then we have the following: X2 = X, X¡f = Xm, XXm = Xm = XmX, and finally XmXm-= 0 = Xm'Xm. Let B be another £-module, and /: A->£ an £-homomorphism. We then define X(f): X(A)-*X(B) (respectively, XM(f): XU(A)-+XM(B)) to be the restriction of/ to X(A) (respectively, the restriction of/ to Xm(A)). Proof. The proof of the proposition is direct, and we leave its verification to the reader. Proposition 2. Let M be a maximal ideal of R, and let Rm be the completion of Rm-Then if A is an M-primary R-module, we have natural isomorphisms: A^A®RRMÇ*A ®rRm.
Proof. Let <¡>: A-*A ®rRm be the canonical homomorphism given by <f>(x) = x®l, where x£.4. Since A is 717-primary, it is uniquely divisible by the elements of £ -717. It follows readily that A is an £.jf-module, and that <f» is an isomorphism. Now A ®RRM ^A®R(RM®rmRm) ^ (A ®RRM) ®rmRm Sé A ®BjiRM. Thus we can assume that £ is a local ring with maximal ideal 717 and completion £. We make A into an £-module in the following way. Let r££ and x£.4. There is an integer k>0 such that 7fcf*x = 0. Let {r"} be a Cauchy sequence in £ such that rn-^f. Then we can find an integer T\f>0 such that rP-rmEMk, whenever p, m -N. We define fx = r¡ix; and it is easily checked that this makes A into an £-module.
We now define f: A-*A®rR by /(x)=x®l; and g : A ® RR->A by g(x®f) = fx. It is clear that gf is the identity on A. We must show that fg is the identity on A ®rR; i.e., we must show that fx® 1 = x®f. Now we can find an integer j ^ N such that f -riQRMk. Then f = r¡+ ^<<m<, where t,QR and miQMk. Then we have fx®l =riX®l=x®rj; and we also have x®f = (x®ri) + (x®2^,timi) = (x®ri) + 2~2(tniX®ii)=x®ri. Thus fx®l=x®f, and so fg is the identity on A ®rR, and we have A=A ®rR. Proposition 3. Let A be an R-module. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) A has D.C.C. (2) and (1)=>(3). For by (1) , A has a finitely generated socle; and by (2), A has maximal orders.
(3)=>(2). It is sufficient to prove that A is an essential extension of its socle S. Let X9*0QA, and let M he a maximal ideal belonging to Auur(x). Then there exists an element r££ such that r£Annje(x), but Mr QAnnR(x). Thus rx9*0 and rxQS. Hence A is an essential extension of S. (6) A is the sum of its submodules with D.C.C. (7) A is a direct limit of R-modules with D.C.C.
Proof. The proofs that (1)=»(2) and (2)=»(3) are virtually the same as those found in Proposition 3. The implications (5)=>(6) and (6)=>(7) are obvious. Thus we will prove that (3)=>(4), (4)=> (5), and (7)=*(1). Hence A= 2^®XMa(A).
(4)=>(5). Let C be a finitely generated submodule of A. Then the socle of C is finitely generated. It is clear that C has maximal orders. Therefore, by Proposition 3, C has D.C.C. Thus C has finite length. Theorem 2 is the dual of the following well-known result for finitely generated modules. Let £ be a finitely generated £-module and 2 an ideal of £. Then AnnB 7^0 if and only if every sequence 0-»£->r£ is not exact for every r£7. Before proving Theorem 2 we shall need a lemma. Proof. Since IQRI, the implication in one direction is trivial. On the other hand, assume that IQdj-i Pi. Let fQRI; then there exists a Cauchy sequence {r"} of elements of 7 such that rn-^f. Since there are an infinite number of r"'s in U*_i P¡, and only a finite number of £/s, there exists a subsequence {rn' } of {rn} and a Pm such that r"' ££m for all «. Since r"'-*f, and since Pm is closed in R, it follows that fQPm. Thus £2£ll *_i£¿. By Proposition 4, AÇ^A®rR and HomRiA, £) is a finitely generated £-module. Let Pi, ■ • ■ , Pk be the prime ideals of £ associated with Homß(^4, E). Suppose that rA^A for every r£7. We will show that 7CU*_!£y. For let 5£7. Then 4/5^4^0, and so there exists a nonzero £-homomorphism A/sA-^E. Then the composition A-*A/sA-*E gives a nonzero element /£Horn«(A, E) such that 5/=0. Therefore, 5£U*_i £y; and hence 7£U*_1 £y. It follows from the lemma that £7£U*_i £y. Therefore there is a nonzero element g£Homß(. If 7 is an ideal of £, we shall say that Xi, • • • , x, is an .4-cosequence in 7 whenever (xi, • • • , x,)£7. We shall call Xi, • • • , x, a maximal .4-cosequence in 7 if Xi, • • • , x" y is not an .4-cosequence for any y£7. Since £ is Noetherian, it is clear that any .4-cosequence (in 7) can be extended to a maximal .4-cosequence (in 7). We note for the sake of reference that Ann¿ 7 is naturally isomorphic to Hoitir(£/7, A). We shall use the terms A -sequence and codim« A as defined in [l] without any further comment. (2) H*(Ax..i,...,.)=0forp*0. ..,,).
Since the end modules are zero by induction, Hp+l(Ax: i,...,<+i)=0 also.
(2)=*(3). This is trivial. (1) 0^>B-*A^A-+0
we obtain by Proposition 7 the exact sequence: The rows of this diagram are exact; and/i,/i are isomorphisms by the previous remarks. If we define Ext* = 0 for k<0, we can begin our induction with fe=-1, and thus we can make the induction assumption that/2 is also an isomorphism. It follows from the "5-lemma" that/3 is a monomorphism. The generality of this remark shows that /6 is also a monomorphism. Then another application of the "5-lemma" shows that ft is an epimorphism. Thus 
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